
School of Education

Scheme/Unit of Learning

Student Name: Eimear Dolan

Year: PME 1
1st Year

Class Name: 1 Ban / Bui

Year group: 1st Yr

Class Profile: Mixed Ability

Theme: Art Elements

Scenario: Introduction to Art Elements for Junior Visual Arts

Strand: 1 Art & 3 Design

Key Skills/ Statements of Learning:
Aim of Unit of Learning

- Students to create a 3D cube, by exploring the Art Elements, combine these to create 6

designs/patterns to place on sides of completed cu be. Each side representing an Art

Element.

Learning Layers / Cross Curricular Links /Literacy & Numeracy (L)(O)(N)/ Wellbeing
FOR PME 1 ONLY ADDRESS LITERACY & NUMERACY

Literacy
Develop an awareness and understanding of the various art elements and design
principles. These terms and definitions will be embedded in each aspect of the
lesson.
Record their own thinking by note taking
Create word banks to identify Key Words
Drawing labelled diagrams to support their understanding of the topic
Develop the ability to experiment and explore new materials to understand the
art elements
Ability to use the Art elements when describing their own or other’s work.

Numeracy
Scale
Composition, segments
Shape & Measurement of template
Shape and form of key 2D flat

Learning outcomes for Unit of Learning

Students should be able to;

Elements

1.1 analyse their work, or that of another, using appropriate vocabulary and knowledge

1.2 respond to an artwork using critical and visual language

3.2 use critical and visual language to explain their own designs and those of others

Critical and visual language

1.5 interpret the world and communicate ideas through visual means

3.5 experiment with design ideas through research and analytical drawing

3.6 design a final work based on their drawings

Drawing

1.7 examine the method of a number of artists and the artwork they created

3.8 discuss historical and contemporary design practices

Visual culture and appreciation

1.11 consider the use of the art elements and design principles in their own artwork

1.12 apply their understanding of the art elements and design principles to make an artwork

3.12 assess their own and others’ design work using their knowledge of art elements and design
principles

Art Elements and Design Principles

1.14 use media to create their own artwork



3.15 justify design concepts and the use of media in their own or others’ work

SEN/AEN (Additional Education Needs) (Differentiation)

Strategies /resources for students with SEN/AEN

Identify sensory/literacy issues and resource appropriately

Differentiation for students at different levels of ability

Differentiate for the high achiever through interesting extension tasks and peer
learning opportunities

Managing Behaviours: Issues/Strategies

Identify issues – establish strategy to manage behavioural issues

Implement  card system for misbehaviour

Management of learning environment

Material management

Establishing a student charter – Rules/Fairness

Peer learning – group selection

Reward, affirm positive behaviour

Delegating small tasks to keep students engaged

Timing Tasks to keep concentration on form

Lesson No. 1  & 2
Date:05/11/2019
Lesson type: (S) or (D)

Time: 80 mins (D)

Stage: Side Lesson

Teaching & Learning Content Learning Intentions

AEDP: Tone & Colour
Process:
(Teacher Activity (TA ) & Student Learning Activity
(SLA) Demonstrate what colouring pencils and tonal
pencils  are and how to use them
Students use colouring pencils and tonal pencils to
create studies light to dark tones.

Support study: Lui Ferreyra & My own work

VA: Colouring Pencil Technique sheet, Pencil
gradient

At the end of this lesson students should be able to...

● Use a variety of colouring pencils & drawing pencils

● describe and discuss, using Visual Thinking Strategies, how to use drawing materials

● Learn how to use coloured pencils and regular pencils

● Experiment and select cool and warm colours

● Be able to describe various coloured tones in both coloured and drawing pencils

● Reflect on learning

● Be introduced to colour and tone, understand them



Teaching methods

and student learning

activities:

including

Resources (SS, VA etc)

Differentiation

Evaluation

(distribute paper/ a range of mark materials prior to class commencing)
Entry System:
Greet students, take roll, (Previous Lessons - looking at how to use pencils and colouring pencil, soft,hard light and dark/Introduction to tonal
studies)

Key words: Colour ,Tone ,Shade , Light , Mid ,Dark ,Pressure , Soft
Resources: VA of How to use colouring pencil & Tonal Studies
Support study: Lui Ferreyra & My own work

Materials Pencils, Sketchbooks
Introduction:

Overview of the lesson and expected outcome (accompanied by Visual Aid) refer to learning intentions specific to lesson.

Body of the Lesson:

1st Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation
Gather students to central table.

Question students:
- What did you learn about pencils?
- Does anyone know any key words, that they think relates to colour and Tone?
- What is a hard Pencil?
- How is a pencil made ?
- What is the softest Pencil?

Visual Aid (VA) : Present Tonal Studies - Pencil chart/Types of pencils
Teacher Demonstration:

- Show the students what materials we will be working with
- Demonstrate using the hard & soft pencils
- Demonstrate a number of the hard/soft  , question them while doing this
- Why am I doing this with these pencils?
- Would you like to try?
- How does this make you feel about experimenting and learning how to use a pencil properly?
- Are you understanding the concept of the different qualities we can achieve with tonal pencils  ?

(Example of Oracy (0) – questioning students through process – building on their responses



Support Studies: My own tonal study of Louise Bourgeois



1st Student Learning Activity (SLA)
● Create a variety of studies with various quality pencils
● Instruct students to do a series of tonal studies with hard and soft pencils
● Instruct students to then create combinations of favourite/most interesting tones they created

2nd  Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation
Gather students to central table.

Visual Aid (VA) : Present colouring pencil Studies - Pencil chart/Types of pencils
2nd Teacher Demonstration:

- Show the students what materials we will be working with
- Demonstrate using the pencils, dark, light & medium tones.
- Demonstrate a number of the hard/soft  , question them while doing this
- Why am I doing this with these pencils?
- Would you like to try?
- How does this make you feel about experimenting and learning how to use a pencil properly?
- Are you understanding the concept of the different qualities we can achieve with tonal pencils  ?

(Example of Oracy (0) – questioning students through process – building on their responses



Support Studies: Lui Ferreyra

2nd Student Learning Activity (SLA)
● Create a variety of studies with various quality pencils
● Instruct students to do a series of tonal studies with light, medium and dark tones
● Instruct students to then create combinations of favourite/most interesting colour combinations they created



Evaluation of process:
Gather students to central Table to review work
Questioning Strategy

● What did you learn from the tonal exercise?
● What were the main art elements you focused ?
● Describe the different types of affects you are using.
● Whose studies show the soft and hardness of the pencils/ Did they achieve, light, medium & Dark ?

Conclusion: Review of learning intentions/success criteria, what did we achieve today and discussion about the next stage in the unit of
learning.
Exit strategy: Management of storage of pupil work, delegation and organisation of tidy up and student exit.

Follow on Lesson
Looking at Shape as an Art Element, 2D



Evaluation and Assessment
Procedures:
Success Criteria and
Assessment Method

Success Criteria
- Varying use of tone. Using the tonal ladder from light to dark.
- Correct implementation of coloured pencils so that the colours blend together and understanding this.

You should – differentiation set out to achieve considering levels of ability/skill
Record a range of Key words and ideas that you are thinking about when you are creating these marks
You could – critical engagement – Layer of learning

Assessment methods/tools
• Evaluation (Teacher led/Peer/Group)
• Teacher Observation 
• Questioning /feedback  

Reflection
Though this lesson seems basic, I thought it was essential for the students to understand utilise their materials correctly as many have not been taught
before. A critical reality for me in this lesson was finding out how levels of ability can vary and ensuring my plans cater to this.

The lesson was successful in terms of the students' engagement, time management ability and completing all the tasks. Which they did. I am confident that
the students understand and know how to utilise both tonal and colouring pencils correctly.  I probably could have included more in this lesson in terms of a
worksheet.

In regards to the learning intentions and l;earning outcomes these were achieved with some needing to be amended and added in.

Lesson No. 3 & 4
Date:12/11/2019
Lesson type: (S) or (D)

Time: 80 mins (D)

Stage: Introduction /

Demonstration

Teaching & Learning Content Learning Intentions



AEDP: Line, Texture
Process:
(Teacher Activity (TA ) & Student Learning Activity
(SLA)
Introduction to Mark making as a way of explaining
line

Responding and experimenting to mark making

Support study:
VA: How to make marks with unusual materials,
everyday materials ( e.g lid bottle, string, fork)

At the end of this lesson students should be able to…

1. Respond and create marks to influence and develop their artwork.

2. Understand why they are making marks to progress to the other art elements.

3. Be creative and explore different techniques and media which could be used to create

original interesting drawings.

4. Create a series of marks to spark interest and engagement in creating a new line, mark.

5. Demonstrate an ability to understand why they made a particular make and how that will

translate into a pattern.

6. Discuss the importance of experimental approaches to creating artwork to instill creativing

behind their decision making and thought process.

Teaching methods

and student learning

activities:

including

Resources (SS, VA etc)

Differentiation

Evaluation

(distribute paper/ a range of mark materials prior to class commencing)
Entry System:
Greet students, take roll, (Previous Lessons - looking at how to use pencils and colouring pencil, soft,hard light and dark/Introduction to tonal
studies)
Key words: Line, Mark, Tools, Scale,Gesture, Experimental, Investigating.
Resources: VA of Mark Making
Support study: Andy wharhol, Jackson Pollock
Materials black ink/sticks/string/pencil/paper/shell/paper plate/lid/paper clip
Introduction:



Overview of the lesson and expected outcome (accompanied by Visual Aid) refer to learning intentions specific to lesson.

Question knowledge re colouring pencil warm up from previous lesson :
- What did you learn about pencils?
- Does anyone remember any of the key words we looked at?
- What is the hardest Pencil?
- What is the softest Pencil?

Body of the Lesson:
Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation
Gather students to central table.
Gather students to central table.
Question students:

- What do we think mark making is?
- Has anyone done it before?
- How do you think you would create a mark?
- Can we make marks with a pencil?
- Where do we make marks ?

Visual Aid (VA) : Present Marks
Teacher Demonstration:

- Show the students what materials we will be working with
- Demonstrate using the ink, pointing out they only need a small amount, this is just one medium they can use.
- Demonstrate a number of the chosen tools , question them while doing this
- Why am I doing this with odd materials, not a pencil?
- Would you like to try?
- How does this make you feel about experimenting with new material and approaches?
- Are you understanding the concept of line generation ?

(Example of Oracy (0) – questioning students through process – building on their responses

Student Learning Activity (SLA)
● Create a variety of marks



2nd Student Learning Activity (SLA)
● Instruct students to do a series of mark making with colouring pencils 10
● Instruct students to then create combinations of favourite/most interesting marks they created

.
Evaluation of drawing process
Gather students to central Table to review work
Questioning Strategy

● What did you learn from the mark making exercise?
● What were the main art elements you focused ?
● Describe the different types of lines you are using.
● Whose marks create an interesting pattern/texture? How did they achieve this?
● Whose drawing expresses a very individual style?

Support Studies : Andy Warhol & Jasckson Pollock



Conclusion: Review of learning intentions/success criteria, what did we achieve today and discussion about the next stage in the unit of
learning.
Exit strategy: Management of storage of pupil work, delegation and organisation of tidy up and student exit.

Follow on Lesson
Looking at Shape as an Art Element, 2D

Evaluation and Assessment
Procedures:
Success Criteria and
Assessment Method

Success Criteria
We can explore new materials to create marks

We can play with scale and gesture to create marks

We can display an understanding of texture

You must – what is necessary to achieve over the process of the lesson
explore a range of materials to create marks with.
complete a series of mark making, looking at scale, line, texture, pattern development

You should – differentiation set out to achieve considering levels of ability/skill
Record a range of Key words and ideas that you are thinking about when you are creating these marks
You could – critical engagement – Layer of learning

Assessment methods/tools
• Evaluation (Teacher led/Peer/Group)
• Teacher Observation 
• Questioning /feedback  



Reflection
As I carried out the Demo and some of the student activity, I initially didn't feel in control of the class. But after carrying out the demo and questioning the
students on the tasks that they were doing, I gained control.

The management of the class could be tedious at times, easily distracted students and wandering around the room. However by bringing them up in small
groups, giving short and timed tasks they stayed focused and completed their work.

In regards to the learning intentions I felt the students were able to understand why they are making marks to progress to the other art elements. They were
able to be  creative and explore different techniques and media which could be used to create original interesting drawings. The majority of them created a
series of marks to spark interest and engagement in creating a new line, mark. They also demonstrated an ability to understand why they made a particular
mark and how that will translate into a pattern.
Going forward I will need to keep a closer eye on the time, task length to ensure interest and engagement is not lost.

Lesson No. 5 & 6
Date:19/11/2019
Lesson type: (S) or (D)

Time: 80 mins (D)

Stage: Side Lesson

Teaching & Learning Content Learning Intentions

AEDP: Shape
Process:
(Teacher Activity (TA ) & Student Learning Activity
(SLA) Demonstrate what shapes are, introducing
various shapes, 2D.

Support study: Henri Mattisse, Pablo Picasso, Paul
Cezanne

VA:  Cardboard cutouts, 3D objects painted white,
Photographs,

At the end of this lesson students should be able to...

1. Students will be able identify shapes in their environment

2. Analyse the types of shapes used in various works of art to differentiate between geometric

and natural shapes.

3. Create their own shape pattern, based on observation of an object.

4. Subjectively study an object to subtract various 2D shapes.

5. Students will start to become sensitive to the effect of various kinds of shapes
in a work of art.

6. Students will also improve their small muscle control
7. They will start to see that artworks that use geometric shapes have different look

than those with non geometric shapes.



Teaching methods

and student learning

activities:

including

Resources (SS, VA etc)

Differentiation

Evaluation

(distribute paper/ a range of drawing materials prior to class commencing)
Entry System:
Greet students, take roll, Review previous lessons.
Key words: Shape, two-dimensional, enclosed, geometric, geometry, length, width, depth, dimension, circle, square, triangle, rectangle,
parallelogram, pentagon, hexagon, septagon, octagon, nonagon, decagon, oval.
Resources: VA: , Cardboard cutouts, 3D objects painted white

Support study: Henri Mattisse, Pablo Picasso, Paul Cezanne

Materials: Pencils, Paper,colouring pencil
Introduction:

- Students will be introduced to one of the basic elements of art—shape—by analysing the types of shapes used in various works of art to
differentiate between geometric and natural shapes.

Overview of the lesson and expected outcome (accompanied by Visual Aid) refer to learning intentions specific to lesson.

Body of the Lesson:
1st Student Activity:

- Question students what objects they see around the room.
- Pick one they see
- Write down the image/object in their sketchbook
- Write down as many shapes they can see in this object/Images
- Timed 5 mins

Evaluate & Question:
- Name some of these shapes
- What is the object you were looking at ?
- Why did you pick that one?
- Did you find it interesting seeing what shapes make up that object/image?
- What was interesting about it?

Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation:
Aided with PowerPoint: Showing work of Pablo Picasso & Henri Matisse to
Introduce shape and look at colour.
Support Studies
Pablo Piccaso: Pablo Picasso's 'The Weeping Woman'

Photo: Picasso/The Tate Modern
Henri Matisse: Henri Matisse The Snail 1953
Tate



2nd Teacher Explanation / Demonstration:
- Gather students at demo desk
- Explain that they will be applying what they did in the first exercise.
- Doing this through drawing the shapes
- Select an object
- Draw as many shapes as you see
- Explain the objects are all painted white so they are just focusing on drawing the shapes they see.

(VA) Mixture of Day to Day object all painted white.





2nd Student Activity:
- Select object from Box
- Observe object in as many ways as possible
- pick out and draw as many objects as possible
- Timed 15 mins

Come together and discuss shapes they found who got the most from 1 object?
Evaluate & Question:

- Gather students around demo desk
- How did you feel that went?
- Did you find it helpful to understand shapes?
- Do you think we see shapes on a daily basis, if yes where ? If no, Why not?
- Explain what you think 2D means?

3rd Teacher Explanation:
- Question Students:
- What is pattern? Are there shapes in a pattern?
- Where do we see Shapes in day to day life?
- Are there patterns here?

Hand out
(VA ) x4 Compositions of shapes found in original object



3rd Teacher’s Demonstration
- Gather students around demo desk
- Explain what composition is and address that this gathering of shapes created by them will be going on one side of their cube.
- They are to complete 4 new compositions
- Make a composition with those shapes
- Scale them up or down
- Use them lots of times.

3rd  Student Learning Activity (SLA)
- Instruct students to create x 4 new compositions with the shapes from activity no.2
- Create on square cut outs 4x12
- 2 with colour & 2 black and white - colouring pencil
- Scale them up or down
- Use them lots of times.
- Timed 20 / 30 mins

Evaluation/Question:
● Discuss The shapes, scale and how to position the object on the page.
● Inform the students that the pattern/shape designs will lead to their cube of the Art elements.
● Evaluate some of the designs created by students
● What words, ideas come to mind over the process of the exercise.
● What did you learn from the shape  exercise?
● What were the main art elements you focused on to record the object?
● Can you point out a work that demonstrates a range of shapes? How did you capture the line and shape on your worksheet?
● Describe the different types of shapes

Conclusion: Review of learning intentions/success criteria, what did we achieve today and discussion about the next stage in the unit of
learning.
Exit strategy: Management of storage of pupil work, delegation and organisation of tidy up and student exit.

Follow on Lesson
Students finishing the construction of the cube.



Reflection
This was the lesson I had my first visit. Over all the lesson went to plan and overall achieved what I set out to do.  What went well was the amount of
student tasks and teacher demonstrations, however I need to actually demonstrate what  I want the students to do. I don't know if this was because of the
visit as I normally do.

My support studies were strong and relevant however were lost in translation as I introduced them in the wrong way and timing was off.  I was also well
prepared in terms of having squares prepared for the students as this saved time and instruction was clear.

I need to have more meaning behind my tasks and lessons to keep student engagement and enthusiasm. Always linking back and keep telling them what
they need to do and are doing.

In terms of learning outcomes and intentions the majority were addressed and achieved, a lesson on composition may have helped prior to this.

Lesson No. 7  & 8
Date:26/11/2019
Lesson type: (S) or (D)

Time: 80 mins (D)

Stage: Side Lesson

Teaching & Learning Content Learning Intentions

AEDP: 3D Form
Process:
(Teacher Activity (TA ) & Student Learning Activity
(SLA) Demonstrate what shapes are, introducing
various shapes, 2D.

Support study:  Tony Rosenthall Southhampton
Cube, 2007
Sou Fujimoto , Many Small cubes , 2013

VA:  Cardboard cutouts, Template Guide, Also a cut
out to show what it will look like

At the end of this lesson students should be able to...

- We are beginning to understand and use scale.

- Create three-dimensional paper sculptures from flat, two-dimensional paper.

- Guide Students through planning, plotting, measuring out a 3D cube to house their

individual designs/patterns

- Make Sense of Problems and Persevere in Solving Them

- Model with Mathematics and use Appropriate Tools Strategically

https://inhabitat.com/tag/sou-fujimoto/


Teaching methods

and student learning

activities:

including

Resources (SS, VA etc)

Differentiation

Evaluation

(distribute paper/ a range of drawing materials prior to class commencing)
Entry System:
Greet students, take roll, Review previous lessons.
Key words: Three-dimensional, geometry, shapes,Square,Pyramid,Rectangle, cube, model, Figures,construct, Build,rectangular

Support study:
Materials: Pencils, Paper, ruler , eraser
Introduction:

Overview of the lesson and expected outcome (accompanied by Visual Aid) refer to learning intentions specific to lesson.

Body of the Lesson:
1st Student Activity:

- Question students what objects they see around the room.
- Pick one they see
- Recap of shape lesson and intro to 3D

Evaluate & Question:
- Name some of these shapes
- What is the object you were looking at ?
- Why did you pick that one?
- Did you find it interesting seeing what shapes make up that object/image?
- What was interesting about it?

Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation:
- 3D Form, Template they are going to create and why - tricky class they need to pay attention

Support Studies



2nd Teacher Explanation / Demonstration:
- Gather students at demo desk



- Explain that they will be creating their template
- Doing this through measuring and copying from my template
- Dimensions 12 x 12 cm / 4 sides with 1cm outline all the way around, explaining this will be their invisible join.

2nd Student Activity:
- Start creating their template

Evaluate & Question:
- Gather students around demo desk
- How did you feel that went?
- Did you find it helpful to understand shapes?
- Do you think we see shapes on a daily basis, if yes where ? If no, Why not?
- Explain what you think 3D means?

Evaluation/Question:
● Discuss The shapes, scale and how to position the template on the page
● Inform the students that the pattern/shape designs will lead to their cube of the Art elements.
● Evaluate some of the designs created by students
● What words, ideas come to mind over the process of the exercise.
● What did you learn from the shape  exercise?
● What were the main art elements you focused on to record the object?



Conclusion: Review of learning intentions/success criteria, what did we achieve today and discussion about the next stage in the unit of
learning.
Exit strategy: Management of storage of pupil work, delegation and organisation of tidy up and student exit.

Follow on Lesson
Students creating their final designs for the cube construction

Reflection
This lesson was a tough one in terms of how mathematical it was, i thought it would be challenging so very happy all students came out with a template of
their own. I did have to do a lot of running around to aid all students,, but I knew this would be the case, I felt it was very befinaical for the students to
create their is order to understand measurements, dimensions and scale.

The students did struggle which I did not like to see, so I did end up fixing a lot of them after class...but majority had the template nearly complete by the
end of the double class.

Numeracy was really covered well here and I did inform the classes maths teachers who were very glad to know as they were starting shapes in class soon.
The next time I might have a template started for them with guides for starting points, but I would not just give out the template pre done as I want the
students to fulfill numeracy and learning intentions under the design strand for accuracy.

For students with SEN I would assist with simple template but still ensuring they feel comfortable with their ability to complete it and that they are doing
along the same lines as all other students. Covering differentiation but all integration of abilities.

Lesson No. 9  & 10
Date:03/12/2019
Lesson type: (S) or (D)

Time: 80 mins (D)

Stage: Side Lesson

Teaching & Learning Content Learning Intentions

AEDP: Pattern / Designs
Process:
(Teacher Activity (TA ) & Student Learning Activity
(SLA) Demonstrate what shapes are, introducing
various shapes, 2D.

Support study:

VA:  My pattern design sheet & sample
compositions for potential designs

At the end of this lesson students should be able to...

● Interpreting the different art elements of art to create 6 designs to go on each side of the

cube

● Understand that Similar shapes can form an arrangement of random or repeated patterns.

Be able to do this.

● Develop initial drawings to create 6 new designs - 3 in colouring pencil & 3 in tone

● Analyse their work and decide on their best work

● Choose the designs that best represent their interpretation of the art elements

● Discuss / Justify why they developed original designs in a particular way



Teaching methods

and student learning

activities:

including

Resources (SS, VA etc)

Differentiation

Evaluation

(distribute paper/ a range of drawing materials prior to class commencing)
Entry System:
Greet students, take roll, Review previous lessons.

Key words: Pattern, Design , Square , Scale , Composition , Repetition, Abstract .
Resources: VA: My designs , My pattern design sheet

Materials: Pencils, Paper,colouring pencil
Introduction:
Visual Aids: Annie Albers

Overview of the lesson and expected outcome (accompanied by Visual Aid) refer to learning intentions specific to lesson.
Recap over shape lesson and all the design that were created here and students are developing these further. Some may need to look at new
objects and create more designs.

Body of the Lesson:

Teacher Demonstration / Explanation:

Intro to regular pattern element/ repetition:

- Design four units (elements) for your pattern.
- Use the worksheet to draw them. You can use stencils and rulers if you want to. Don't make them too complex - remember that you will have to

redraw them at least 16 times each!!!!!
- Use markers and (or) colored pencils. Make them colorful and fun!!!



- Assign a number (from 1 to 4) to each of the elements.

Grid

- Draw a grid.
- 8 x 8 squares.
- Pattern



- Redraw your designs in the grid following the pattern:

12344321

23411432

34122143

41233214

41233214

34122143

23411432

12344321



- Match the numbers with the units.

- Continue drawing the pattern row by row.



.

1 Student Activity:
- Follow demo and select initial design to create repeat pattern
- Can use colours, shape or mark they have created
- They can follow this particular step by step or do an irregular pattern or a simple 2 repeat instead of 4.
- This will be an optional aspect of the lesson as some students will find it too difficult and are working with my organic and irregular

compositions.
- They can also overlap, upscale components of their designs

2 Student Activity:
- If students do not want to create a complex pattern they can select new objects and revisit what happened in lesson 5&6 to create

new designs and look at colour again.

3 student Activity:
- Again students have the choice to go back to lesson 3&4 to revisit mark making again to draw more inspiration for final designs and

create more free hand and abstract patterns of various, colour and scale.



Evaluation/Question:
● Discuss The shapes, scale and how to position the object on the page.
● Inform the students that the pattern/shape designs will lead to their cube of the Art elements.
● Evaluate some of the designs created by students
● What words, ideas come to mind over the process of the exercise.
● What did you learn from the exercise of your choice ?
● What were the main art elements you focused on to record the object?
● Can you point out a work that demonstrates a range of shapes? How did you capture the line and shape on your worksheet?
● Describe the different types of colour, shape, tone, pattern

Conclusion: Review of learning intentions/success criteria, what did we achieve today and discussion about the next stage in the unit of
learning.
Exit strategy: Management of storage of pupil work, delegation and organisation of tidy up and student exit.

Follow on Lesson
Students finishing the final designs and putting them on their cubes.



Reflection
This class was very busy and very practical. I managed to get the demo in for the pattern but many students wanted to go back to mark making and
observing objects for the shapes class.

It was good to give the students a choice and there was a lot of development and decision making happening. They were all working independently and it
was a successful class for individual development.

Absolutely needed to simply the pattern task for a repeat pattern. went over many heads and unfortunately the most unsuccessful part of the whole UOL.

SP Block 2….. Continued:

Lessons 11 & 12 - Finishing all sides for the cube design



Lessons 13 & 14 - Assembling the cube


